The paper is concerned with the interplay be-role in communication over the network. They are typically tween network structure and traffic dynamics in a commucharacterized by having higher server strength transmission nications network, from the viewpoint of end-to-end perforrates and larger buffers than more peripheral nodes. For mance of packet transfer. We use a model of network generation that allows the transition from random to scale-free that reason we consider here the following variation to the networks. Specifically, we are able to consider three differstudy presented in [2]: ent topological types of networks: (a) random; (b) scale-free * The transmission rate r is assumed to scale with the dewith -y = 3; (c) scale-free with -y = 2. We also use an LRD traffic generator in order to reproduce the fractal behavior gree at each vertex , k(i), as: r(i) cik(i) (note that that is observed in real world data communication. The is-in the particular case where a = 0, we recover the origisue is addressed of how the traffic behavior on the network nal case, with all the nodes having the same transmission is influenced by the variable factors of the transmission rates and queue length restrictions at the network vertices. We rates);
show that these factors can induce drastic changes in the * the maximum queue length (i.e., the buffer size) is no throughput and delivery time of network performance and longer assumed infinite but is taken to scale with the degree are able to counter-balance some undesirable effects due to at each vertex i, k(i), as: q(i) = c2k(i).
We use the power laws above not necessarily for accurate simulation of the nature of distributed transmission rates I. INTRODUCTION and buffer sizes, but for their qualitative properties which We consider the class of networks generated by the model emphasizes the importance of these hubs. In what follows, introduced in [1] . This model is particularly interesting we analyze separately, by means of numerical simulations, since it allows a parametrized transition between random the effects of varying a and Q on the network communi-(homogenous) and scale-free (heterogenous) graphs. In cation performance. As a representative case, we assume particular, scale-free graphs are characterized by the pres-c1 = 1 and c2 = 50. Similar behaviour was observed for ence of few very high degree vertices, called hubs, which are other values of c1 and c2. responsible for a drastic reduction of the average distance Then we compare the behaviors of networks characterbetween network nodes. ized by different topological features. More precisely, net-In [2] , we have already studied the effects of such a tranworks will be considered with different degree distributions; sition on the network communication performance. The the degree k at a given node being the number of incident main result shows that, somewhat surprisingly, the struc-links at the node. Particular emphasis will be given to ture of scale-free graphs, which are ubiquitous in nature, scale-free topologies in which the degree distribution is obdoes not lead to any benefit but rather a worsening in terms served to follow a power law, i.e. P(k) -k-[4], [5], [6], of the end-to-end performance. In particular, the charac-[7]. teristic parameters known as throughput and delivery time were considerably affected by the congestion at the network II. NETWORK TOPOLOGY hubs. This is counter-intuitive when one considers that the We consider networks with assigned topologies overlayed shortening of the distances in the network might result in by a packet traffic communication dynamic. We try to a reduction of the delivery time and thus an increase of the characterize the way in which the underlying topology can throughput.
affect the network behavior and performance by varying
This interesting phenomenon is analogous to the parathe values of the scale-free degree distribution exponent ty. dox of heterogeneity [3] , which has been observed in the There are many classical models for the production of context of synchronizability of scale-free networks. Indeed, network topologies, but they lack the ingredient of specific it is unrealistic to assume that resources such as banddegree characteristics. The famous Erdos -Renyi [8] ranwidth are uniformly distributed among the network nodes dom network algorithm leads to networks with Poissonian in strongly heterogenous networks. Instead, it is very likely degree distribution, which are characterized by an exponenthat hubs, which are characterized by a high number of intial cut-off for high degrees. This is based on a very simple coming and outgoing links, are found to play a fundamental procedure, namely a network with N vertices and M edges . We show the effects of varying the transmission rates r(i) at node i, according to the law r(i) = k(i)a, for a ranging between 0 and 0.5 (blue to red). The black dotted line represents the free regime at a = 1.
are indexed by an integer i, for (i = 1...., N), and assigned dependent binary output and this becomes fully long range a weight or fitness pi = i'l where r1 is a parameter bedependent binary output form= Max{mj,m2} = 2.0. The tween 0 and 1. Two different vertices are selected with indicator of long-range dependence is given by the Hurst probabilities equal to the normalized weights, pil >k Pk parameter H = (3m -4)/(2m -2). and Pj / Zk Pk, and an edge is added between them un-
The network involves two types of nodes: hosts and less one exists already. This process is repeated until M routers. The first are nodes that can generate and receive edges are made in the system leading to the mean degree messages and the second can only store and forward mes-(k) = 2M/N. This results in the expected degree at vertex sages. The density of hosts, say p C [0,1], is the ratio bei scaling as ki (f [1] . We then have the degree distritween the number of hosts and the total number of nodes bution, i.e. the probability of a vertex being of degree k, in the network (in this paper we take p= 0.16). Hosts are given by P(k) k-7 with'7 1 + I. Thus, by varying randomly distributed throughout the network.
rj, we can obtain the exponent y in the range, 2 <'y < oo.
Packets enter the queue from one side (the end) and leave
Moreover the ER graph is generated by taking 1 = 0.
it from the other one (the head). The head of the queue It is worth noting that the static model described here contains a variable number of packets equal to the transcan be considered as an extension of the standard ER model mission rate at the node. The queue at each node i, has a for generating random scale-free networks, i.e. networks finite maximum length, q(i). If the packets arriving at the with prescribed degree distribution, but completely ranqueue at vertex i result in the number of packets exceeding dom with respect to all the other features. q(i), then the excess packets are dropped.
III. MODEL OF NETWORK DATA TRAFFIC
A routing algorithm is needed to model the dynamic aspects of the network. Packets are created at hosts and sent We use the family of Erramilli interval maps as the genthrough the network one step at a time until they reach erator for each LRD traffic source within the network [191 their destination host. (1) First, a host creates a packet following a distribution defined by a chaotic map (LRD), as described above. If a
packet is generated it is put at the end of the queue for f(x) {xd ((1-x)/(1-d))m2 x C (d, 1], () that host. This is repeated for each host in the lattice.
(2) Packets at the head of each queue are picked up and where d C (0,1). The map f iS iterated to produce an orbit, sent to a neighboring node selected according to the followor sequence, of real numbers xCn C [0,11 which is then coning rules. (a) A neighbor closest to the destination node verted into a binary Off-On sequence where the n-th value is selected. (b) If more than one neighbor is at the miniis 'Off'ifxeC [0, d], and 'On'ifxeC (d, 1] . If the orbit is in mum distance from the destination, the link through which the 'On' state, each iteration of the map represents a packet the smallest number of packets have been forwarded is segenerated. The parameters in1, m2 C [3/2, 2] induce map lected. (c) If more than one of these links shares the same intermittency. When m1 =m2 =1.5 we have short range minimum number of packets forwarded, then a random se- Fig. 3 . Number of delivered packets versus the generation rate, A. The network is a (a) random graph (-y = oc), (b) scale-free graph (Qy = 3) with number of nodes N = 512 and number of edges M = 2N. We show the effects of varying the transmission rates r(i) at node i, according to the law r(i) = k(i)', for a ranging between 0 and 0.5 (blue to red). The black dotted line represents the free regime at a = 1.
lection is made. and have found that the differences in behaviour with the (3) Packets at the head of each queue, exceeding its max-alternative value a = 3 are negligible by comparison with imum capability, are dropped.
the behaviour of the random graph, and so the third set of This process is repeated for each node in the graph. The comparisons is not repeated here. whole procedure of packet generation and movement rep-In Fig. 1 we see that random graphs respond more resents one time step of the simulation.
quickly with smaller delivery times as a increases (from zero). Fig. 2 shows that the communication is much more IV. NETWORK PERFORMANCE~efficient in terms of delivered packets at high loads (or gen-Using the network model and traffic generator detailed eration rate) as ag increases. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 3 above, simulations were carried out to analyse various as-(where the effects of variable transmission rates have been pects of end-to-end performance for two types of network. highlighted), scale-free networks behave worse than ran-Namely, results for random graphs have been paired with dom graphs for a sufficiently high value of the parameter ag those of scale-free graphs with 'y 3. We have calculated (of the order of unity, from our simulations). The number the corresponding output for scale-free graphs with 'y 2 of delivered packets, shown in Fig. 4 , instead, is observed to be unaffected by the buffer sizes at the nodes, being mainly determined by the network topology. Finally, in Fig. 5 , the number of dropped packets is observed to den r a rnom25 [8] P. Erdos and A.Renyi, ," Pubi. Math. Inst. Hung. Acad., vol. 5, no. 17, 1960. Fig. 5 . Number of dropped packets versus the generation rate, A.
[9] A. Erramilli, R.P. Singh, and P. Pruthi, "Chaotic maps as models The considered network is scale-free with ry =3 and ry =oo, the of packet traffic," Proc. 14th Int. Teletraffic Conf., 1994, North-number of nodes being N =512 and number of edges M =2N. We Holland (Elsevier).
show the effects of varying the queue length q(i) at node i, according to the law q(i) =SOk:(i)3, for:~ranging between 0 and 1.5.
